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This study is intended to analyze differences in the self-rated health of
patients according to the characteristics of hospitalized cancer patients. To this end, this study analyzed the differences in self-rated
health according to cancer diagnosis type, cancer stage and adjunctive
treatment and analyzed the recognition of difficulties in physical activities during hospitalization. A questionnaire survey was conducted
among data of 162 hospitalized cancer patients. For the self-rated
health of cancer patients according to diagnosis type, it was lower in
the gastric cancer group than in the thyroid cancer group and the
breast cancer group. For self-rated health according to cancer stage, it
was higher in the order of the stage 3 group, stage 2 group and stage 1
group. For the self-rated health of patients receiving adjunctive treat-

ment, it was the lowest in the chemotherapy+radiotherapy group. And
for personal constraints according to cancer stage in the category of
“physical,” it was higher in the stage 3 group than in the stage 1 group.
For hospital environment restrictions according to cancer stage in the
category of “tool,” it was higher in the stage 1 group than in the stage 3
group. In conclusion, personal constraints on the physical activities of
cancer patients appear to be due to fatigue and a lack of motivation, but
medical services that influence motivation are critical to individual and
continued care strategies for the patients.
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INTRODUCTION

cess, personal genetic factors, exposure to the environment, lifestyle, etc. may affect cancer recurrence and secondary cancer development. Therefore, it is critical to change lifestyle for the improvement of cancer survival and cure and for the prevention of the progression or recurrence of cancer as well as the risk of cancer development.
Lifestyle is defined as the daily habits and behaviors of people
while living (Shrestha and Ghimire, 2012), and lifestyles related
to health are very diverse. Among them, physical activity is a
means of reducing side effects for cancer patients (Andersen et al.,
2006), and many studies have been conducted on the positive effect of exercise on psychological variables, quality of life and fatigue in cancer patients, and on the improvement of physical
function, body composition, strength, immune function, etc.

In recent years, with the early diagnosis of cancer, development
of therapeutic technology, and changes in life and recognition, the
survival rate of cancer patients has been steadily increasing. The
5-year relative survival rate of cancer patients over the last 5 years
(2010–2014) was 70.3%, a 16.4% improvement in comparison
with 53.9% in 2001–2005 (Ministry of Health and Welfare,
2018). As such, cancer is being recognized as a chronic disease due
to the increasing survival rate, increasing the importance and necessity of continuous care for cancer survivors (Parsaie et al., 2000).
Cancer occurrence is closely related to lifestyle, so it is very important to maintain a proper lifestyle after the treatment process.
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(Hennessy et al., 2005; Midtgaard et al., 2009). However, most
cancer patients do not resume physical activity to the extent that
they did prior to cancer diagnosis, even if they are able to do so,
and they do not increase their participation in exercise or physical
activity after treatment (Pinto et al., 2002).
It is reported that cancer patients experience pain, chronic discomfort, and fatigue, and psychiatric problems such as loss of
self-esteem, anxiety, and depression (Hinz et al., 2010; Jacobsen et
al., 2010). Chronic fatigue, anxiety, depression, etc. act as constraints on the patient’s participation in physical activities (Eng et
al., 2018), which not only degrades quality of life but also has a
critical impact on survival and recovery. Nevertheless, it has been
reported that the longer the time after cancer diagnosis, the lower
the practice rate of healthy behavior, and that the lifestyle of cancer survivors degenerates rather than improves (Li et al., 2009).
Therefore, it is very important that education and physical activity for cancer patients is conducted during the hospitalization
period because cancer patients contact medical staff more often
during the hospitalization period. In particular, Young-McCaughan and Arzola (2007) reported that it is important that
nurses and medical staff make sure that patients and their families
recognize the value and effectiveness of safe exercise management
and continued exercise as well as suggest exercises to patients as
part of treatment. This emphasizes the importance of educating
patients and families about the value and effectiveness of physical
activity, not just exercise prescription (Suhonen, 2018).
In fact, not many studies have been conducted on the physical
activity of cancer patients, the analysis of differences in health status according to cancer diagnosis type and stage, and difficulties
in physical activity.
Therefore, this study was intended to investigate and improve
constraints on self-rated health and the physical activity of cancer
patients during the hospitalization period and to provide the basic
data required to seek ways to recognize the importance of physical
activity according to the characteristics of cancer patients during
hospitalization by improving those constraints.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study subjects
In this study, adult male and female hospitalized cancer patients
(aged 20+) in the Gyeonggi area were selected as the population.
Using the purposive sampling method, 200 hospitalized cancer
patients were selected. The questionnaire survey was conducted
from January 2018 to March 2018. Data from 162 patients were
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Table 1. General and disease-related characteristics of subjects
Variable
Gender
Male
Female
Education
20–30s
40–50s
≥ 60s
Education
High school
College
Average household income (monthly)
< KRW 2 million
KRW 2–3 million
KRW 3–4 million
> KRW 4 million
Marriage
Married
Unmarried
Others
Vocation
Office worker
Production/Labor
Service/self-employed
Housewife
Others
Experience of exercise
Yes
No
Diagnosis type
Thyroid cancer
Breast cancer
Gastric cancer
Others
Hospitalization period (day)
1–4
5–7
>7
Cancer stage
1
2
3
Others
Adjunctive treatment
No
Yes
Chemotherapy
Radiotherapy
Chemotherapy+radiotherapy

No. (%)
88 (54.32)
74 (45.68)
39 (24.07)
63 (38.89)
60 (37.04)
113 (69.75)
49 (30.25)
41 (25.31)
54 (33.33)
35 (21.61)
32 (19.75)
119 (73.46)
37 (22.84)
6 (3.7)
37 (22.84)
44 (27.16)
33 (20.37)
31 (19.14)
17 (10.49)
65 (40.12)
97 (59.88)
32 (19.75)
46 (28.4)
68 (41.97)
16 (9.88)
48 (29.63)
79 (48.77)
35 (21.6)
48 (29.63)
32 (19.75)
66 (40.74)
16 (9.88)
82 (50.62)
80 (49.38)
37 (46.25)
20 (25)
23 (28.75)
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finally used for analysis, except for data from 38 patients which
were judged to be incomplete or insincere. The general characteristics of the subjects are listed in Table 1 below.
Survey tool
In this study, a questionnaire was used as a tool to collect data
for the analysis of the differences in self-rated health according to
the characteristics of cancer patients. For self-rated heath, we used
a five-level EuroQol five-dimensional questionnaire (EQ-5D-5L),
which is widely used in the study of health-related quality of life
(HRQoL) (Brooks, 1996; Korea Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, 2017; Tajima et al., 2010). It is based on 100-point
scale, and the higher the score, the healthier the patient is. For
personal constraints and hospital environment constraints, the
questionnaire used in the study by Chang and Yi (2018) was used
after supplementation and modification. After a preliminary questionnaire with 50 hospitalized patients, the final questionnaire
was composed of a total of 39 questions (seven questions about
background variables, four questions about disease characteristics,
four questions about participation in exercise, 13 questions about
personal constraints, eight questions about hospital environmental constraints, and one question about self-rated health) after excluding questions with a factor load of 0.4 or less. The contents of
the questionnaire were modified and supplemented using
easy-to-understand terms. And the final questionnaire was reviewed by three professors (nursing science, physiotherapy, and
exercise rehabilitation). Table 2 shows the composition index and
contents of the questionnaire used in this study.
Reliability and validity of questionnaire
For the reliability and validity of the questionnaire, PhDs in
nursing science, physiotherapy, sports rehabilitation, medicine,
sports sociology, and exercise physiology reviewed and commented on it in an experts meeting. Based on the collected data, the
validity was verified using confirmatory factor analysis. In self-rated health with a 100-point scale, a higher score indicates a healthier status. As a result of factor analysis of 13 questions about personal constraints, three factors were derived. Among them, the
factor load of physical constraint was 0.618–0.806, the factor load
of cognitive psychological constraint was 0.593–0.748 and the
factor load of sociocultural constraint was 0.646–0.796, respectively, indicating that the measurements were made validly.
As a result of factor analysis of eight questions about hospital
environment constraints, four factors were derived. Among them,
the factor load of program was 0.569–0.808, factor load of space
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Table 2. Questionnaire composition index
Composition

No. of questions

General characteristics
Gender
Age
Education
Experience of exercise
Average household income (monthly)
Income
Marriage
Disease characteristics
Diagnosis name
Hospitalization period
Stage
Treatment method
Self-rated health
Perceived health status on 100-point scale
Participation in exercise
Type
Frequency
Period
Intensity
Individual constraints
Physical
Sociocultural
Cognitive psychological
Hospital environment constraints
Hospital program
Hospital space
Hospital tool
Hospital service

7

4

1
4

13

8

was 0.579–0.806, the factor load of tool was 0.545–0.792, and
the factor load of service was 0.566–0.792, indicating that the
measurements were made validly. As a result of testing reliability
using Cornbach α, the reliability of personal constraint was 0.811
and the hospital environment constraint was 0.769.
Survey procedure and data processing
To survey the self-rated health according to the characteristics
of cancer patients, the researchers and assistant researchers visited
the hospitals and requested a questionnaire survey with the prior
consent of the officials in the cancer centers in the Gyeonggi area.
The purpose of the questionnaire and method of answering it
were explained to the survey subjects, who were then asked to fill
out the questionnaire by self-administration.
Among the questionnaires collected, unreliable answers, duplicated answers, and missing answers were excluded from the analy-
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sis. Data that were deemed to be reliable were individually coded
and processed according to the purpose of analysis using the IBM
SPSS version 23.0 (IBM Co., Armonk, NY, USA) statistical program. For the statistical method used in the study, descriptive statistical analysis, t-test, and one-way analysis of variance were performed at a significance level of P<0.05.

Table 1 shows the general characteristics of the study subjects.
For self-rated health (F=16.235) according to the diagnosis type
of cancer patients, it was lower in the gastric cancer (mean=41.2)
group than in the thyroid cancer (mean=46.3) group and the
breast cancer (mean=45.1) group. This implies that the patients
diagnosed with gastric cancer and other cancers evaluate themselves to be less healthy compared to the patients with a relatively
short hospitalization period, such as thyroid cancer patients and
breast cancer patients (Table 3).
For self-rated health (F=13.429) according to the cancer, it was
higher in the order of stage 3 (mean=23.5), stage 2 (mean=35.5),

and stage 1 (mean=42.5). In other words, the more cancer progresses, the more they evaluate themselves unhealthy. For self-rated health (F=15.562) according to adjunctive cancer treatment,
it was lower in the chemotherapy+radiotherapy (mean=40.6)
group than in the chemotherapy (mean=51.2) group and the radiotherapy (mean=45.5) group. In other words, among the patients diagnosed with cancer, patients treated with multiple therapies evaluate themselves as unhealthy (Table 3).
For personal constraints in the category of “physical” according
to cancer stage, it was higher in the stage 3 (mean=4.09) group
than the stage 1 (mean=3.88) group. In other words, the more
the cancer progresses, the more constraints on the participation in
exercise there are. In the category of “sociocultural” (F=4.211), it
was higher in the stage 3 (mean=4.13) group than in the stage 1
(mean=4.01) group. In other words, the more the cancer progresses, the higher the sociocultural constraint on exercise (Table 4).
For hospital environment constraints in the category of “tool”
(F=4.033) according to cancer stage, it was higher in the stage 1
(mean=4.15) group than in the stage 3 (mean=4.00) group. In
other words, the patients would like to participate in physical ac-

Table 3. Mean and standard deviation of self-rated health according to cancer
characteristics and F-test

Table 4. Mean and standard deviation of personal constraints according to
cancer stage and F-test

Disease characteristic

Cancer
stage

Mean± SD

No.

Mean± SD

No.

Mean± SD

No.

1
2
3
Others
F-value
Post hoc

3.88± 0.51
4.00± 0.75
4.09± 0.89
3.99± 0.56
7.218**
a< c

48
32
66
16

4.12± 0.96
4.09± 0.68
4.08± 0.46
4.02± 0.56

48
32
66
16

4.01± 0.96
4.11± 0.86
4.13± 0.56
4.09± 0.66
4.211*
a< c

48
32
66
16

RESULTS

Diagnosis type
Thyroid cancer (n= 32)a
Breast cancer (n= 46)b
Gastric cancer (n= 68)c
Others (n= 16)d
F-value
Post hoc
Cancer stage
1 (n= 48)a
2 (n= 32)b
3 (n= 66)c
Others (n= 16)d
F-value
Post hoc
Adjunctive treatment
Chemotherapy (n= 37)a
Radiotherapy (n= 20)b
Chemotherapy + radiotherapy (n= 23)c
F-value
Post hoc

Mean± SD
46.3± 0.98
45.1± 0.93
41.2± 1.23
42.2± 0.96
16.235**
c< a, b
42.5± 0.45
35.5± 0.40
23.5± 0.61
40.2± 0.42
13.429*
c< b< a, d
51.2± 1.96
45.5± 1.23
40.6± 0.96
15.562C*
c< b< a

SD, standard deviation.
*P< 0.05. **P< 0.01. Post hoc - Statistically significant difference between groups.
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Physical

Cognitive psychological

Sociocultural

SD, standard deviation.
*P< 0.05. **P< 0.01. Post hoc - Statistically significant difference between groups.

Table 5. Mean and standard deviation of hospital environment constraints according to cancer stage and F-test
Program
Cancer
stage Mean± SD No.
1
4.01± 0.58
2
4.03± 0.56
3
4.02± 0.54
Others 4.01± 0.52
F-value
0.948
Post hoc

48
32
66
16

Space

Service

Tool

Mean± SD No.

Mean± SD No.

Mean± SD No.

4.06± 0.56
4.10± 0.36
4.01± 0.64
4.02± 0.78
1.032

4.15± 0.63
4.02± 0.56
4.00± 0.36
4.05± 0.81
4.033*
c< a

4.22± 0.96
4.01± 0.65
4.03± 0.66
4.10± 0.78
7.695**
b, c< a

48
32
66
16

48
32
66
16

48
32
66
16

SD, standard deviation.
*P< 0.05. **P< 0.01. Post hoc - Statistically significant difference between groups.
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tivity at the initial level, but it is difficult for them to do so because of constraints on exercise tools in the hospital. In the category of “service” (F=7.695), it was higher in the stage 1 (mean=4.22)
group than in the stage 2 (mean=4.01) and the stage 3 (mean=
4.03) group (Table 5).

DISCUSSION
For an analysis of the differences in the self-rated health of patients according to the characteristics of hospitalized cancer patients, this study analyzed differences in self-rated health according to cancer type, stage, and adjunctive treatment and analyzed
the recognition of difficulties in physical activities for recovery
during hospitalization.
In this study, Today’s Health Status of EQ-5D-5L, which is
widely used in the study of health-related HRQoL, was used because of the large changes in health status, such as hospitalization
period, surgery, and chemotherapy due to the nature of cancer patients. The higher the score, the better the health status. In this
study, there was a significant difference in self-rated health according to cancer diagnosis type, cancer stage, and adjunctive treatment. The self-rated health of cancer patients was significantly
lower in the gastric cancer (41.2 ± 1.23) group than in the breast
cancer and thyroid cancer group according to cancer diagnosis
type, cancer stage, and adjunctive treatment. It was deemed that
since the hospitalization period for gastric cancer patients after
surgery is longer than for breast cancer patients and thyroid cancer
patients and gastric cancer patients tended to evaluate the severity
to be higher, their self-rated health was low. For the difference in
self-rated heath, it was higher in the order of the stage 3 cancer
patients (23.5 ± 0.61) <stage 2 cancer patients (35.5 ± 0.40)
<other stage (40.2 ± 0.42) <stage 1 cancer patients (42.5 ± 0.45).
Self-rated health was the lowest in patients treated with both chemotherapy and radiotherapy (40.6 ± 0.96). In previous studies analyzing differences in self-rated health according to the cancer diagnosis period, the group with a cancer diagnosis period of less
than one year showed lower self-rated health than the groups with
2–3 years, 4–5 years, and 6 years or more, and the groups of cured
patients and patients who finished with treatment showed higher
self-rated health (Park and Oh, 2010).
As a result of analysis of the constraints on participation in
physical activity during the hospitalization period of cancer patients, the physical and sociocultural constraints among the personal constraints were the highest. In other words, the patients
recognized physical activities to be difficult because of physical
814
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problems such as fatigue, pain, etc., and a lack of peers or leaders
with whom they could participate in physical activities. In addition, most of the hospital environment constraints felt by cancer
patients were high, indicating that the physical activity of the patients is restricted and shrinks due to the hospital environment. In
particular, for tools and service, stage 1 cancer patients thought it
was difficult for them to participate in activities due to the constraint on service and tools. This support the results of a study by
Suhonen et al. (2018) that suggests that the lower the self-rated
health, the lower the constraints on hospital services and treatment.
There have been revolutionary changes in health care services in
recent years. In the linear model in which doctor-treated patients,
the roles are organically intertwined, changing into interaction,
and the paradigm is changing into a revolutionary collaborative
system optimized for individual patients to ensure continuous care
as well as disease treatment (Kim et al., 2016). This implies that
health care is everything related to the treatment process, and it
includes not only treatment by medical staff but also the efforts of
the medical staff and the patient to cure the disease after treatment.
Physical activity will play a very important role in continuous care.
According to previous studies, physical activity has been proved
to be effective in preventing cancer and the recurrence of secondary cancers and increasing cancer survival rates (Jeon et al., 2013),
improving immunity during chemotherapy (Bigley et al., 2013),
and reducing mental stress such as anxiety and depression (Galiano-Castillo et al., 2014). In addition, despite weight loss due to
chemotherapy, physical activity may be a positive solution for the
problem of increased metabolic risk due to weight gain after treatment (Kim, 2015). However, even if the medical staff recognize
the importance of physical activity, it is very rare to practice physical activity during the hospitalization period because of practical
safety problems. In fact, patients recognize that the medical staff’s
advice and education about physical activities other than treatment
are inadequate (van Veen et al., 2017), and the recognition of the
effect of physical activity and motivation to participate are also
determined by the experts after diagnosis of cancer (Eng et al.,
2018). In conclusion, personal constraints on the physical activity
of cancer patients appear to be due to fatigue and a lack of motivation (Eng et al., 2018), but health care services that influence the
patients’ motivations is critical to a personalized and continued
patient care strategy (Suhonen et al., 2018). In addition, given
that patients and their families, the customers of medical services,
are emotionally and physically vulnerable, it is very important to
take care of consumers continuously with extensive consideration
https://doi.org/10.12965/jer.36334.167
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(Park et al., 2016).
There is a necessity for further basic studies to analyze the characteristics of individual patients and fundamental causes and to
seek ways to practice physical activities so that physical activities
to improve the lifestyle of patients and increase the rate of practicing healthy behavior can be applied to the medical field.
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